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Add a message to someone
important to you. 

1 1    This book is dedicated to [name]



    This Is a Poem's Title

by [Your Name Here]

1

    Write or type here. 
Then read it to a peer.
A poem appears before your eyes!
Draft your words. Then revise.

Up to 12 lines fit nicely.
That would be 3 stanzas precisely,
each with 4 lines, more or less.
What will come out? Who can guess!

Is your poem about a flower?
Is your poem about power?
Is your poem really done?
Or is it only just begun?

1

1 Write a poem and title it. 
You can choose to have a 
theme for your poetry, or 
you can write poems that 
are unrelated. Do not be 
constrained by the form 
presented. Feel free to 
create any type of poem 
you choose.



Make a drawing or take a
photo to illustrate your 
poem. Upload picture 
here.
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